TO: STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND DEANS

FROM: SENIOR ASSOCIATE DEAN MICHAEL ABRAMOWICZ

RE: CHANGES TO THE FALL 2021 SCHEDULE AND SUPPLEMENT TO THE BULLETIN

Summary of changes to the Fall 2021 Schedule:

1. Yukins 6508-DE Comparative Public Procurement moved to R 6:00-8:00
2. Mounteer 6452-20 Envt Issues in Business Trans moved to W 6:00-8:00
3. Finken 6440-10 Natural Resources Law (3) MW 12:05-1:30 added to schedule
5. Clarke D 6543-10 Chinese Law & Legal Institutions (3) added to schedule MTW 2:45-3:40
6. Abel 6419-20 Campaign Finance Law moved to T 6:00-8:00
7. (TBD) 6638-25 Criminal Defense and Justice Clinic (4-6) added R 1:40-3:40
8. Keenan added to 6683-40 College of Trial Advocacy
9. Kohn 6351-12 Reading Group (Celebrity and Wrongs Against Women) not being offered in Fall 21
10. Weisburd 6379 title changed to Crim Law & Proc Sem (Criminal Justice, Race & The Surveillance State)
11. The examination for 6362-10 Adjudicatory Criminal Procedure (R. Fairfax) has been added to the Fall examination schedule
12. The examination for 6218-11 Prof. Responsibility & Ethics (Lee) has been added to the Fall examination schedule.
13. Roth 6250-13 Corporations TR 1:40-3:40 added to Fall schedule and examination schedule
14. Carrillo 6633-25 name changed to Civil and Human Rights Law
15. 6230-11 Evidence instructor changed to (TBD)
16. Bearer-Friend 6317-12 Selected Topics in Tax Policy added to the Fall examination schedule
17. Fishman (TBA) added to Braman 6378 Selected Topics in Criminal Law
18. Gomez (TBA) added to L. Kohn 6624 Family Justice Litigation Clinic
19. Kidder (TBA) added to Zarleng/aRizzi 6302 Corporate Taxation
20. Rosen J. 6380-20 Constitutional Law II added to Fall 21 schedule R 6:00-9:05
21. Glicksman 6430-10 Environmental Law corrected to MTW 2:45-3:40
22. Braman/Fishman 6378-10 Selected Topics title changed to Data-Driven Criminal Justice Reform
23. Schooner/Papson 6502-20 Formation of Gov’t Contracts added to the Fall examination schedule
24. Murphy 6871-10 U.S. Foreign Relations Law added to the Fall Examination Schedule
25. 6625 Crim. App Clinic Lyman (TBA) / Rose P / Torres added as instructors
26. Oman/Rea 6496-10 IP Law Seminar (Legislative Multinational) added to Fall 21 schedule T 3:50-5:50
27. Abramowicz 6212-4B Civil Procedure changed to Schaffner
28. Turley 6395-12 Constitutional Law and the Supreme Court moved to T 2:45-4:45
29. Simon 6206-12 Torts changed instructor to Turley
30. Mortellaro 6691 Thesis II changed to DE course
31. 6216-35 Fundamentals of Lawyering I instructor changed to Khetan  
   a. Course moved to T 1:00-2:25, R 1:00-2:25  
32. 6435-20 Trade & Sustainable Dev Petsonk removed as instructor  
   a. DiLeva also removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
33. 6459-10 Atomic Energy Law Abernathy removed as instructor  
34. 6212-3A Civil Procedure instructor changed to Smith P  
35. 6475-20 Entertainment Law Bruns removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Course moved to Spring 22  
36. 6218-40 Prof. Responsibility & Ethics instructor changed to Szabo  
37. 6648-13 Negotiations (Sports Transactions) Falk D / Cantor added to the Fall 21 schedule on W 12:05-1:30 and F 12:05-1:50  
38. 6464-20 Environmental Crimes Pettus moved to Spring 22 at R 6:00-8:00  
39. 6665-20 Upper-Level Writing Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Instructor changed to Champagne / Sinclair  
40. 6690-11 Thesis I Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Section number changed to -10  
   b. Instructor changed to Watts  
41. 6690-12 Thesis I Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Section removed from the Fall 21 schedule  
42. 6690-DE Thesis I Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Instructor changed to Watts  
43. 6691-DE Thesis II Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD  
   a. Instructor changed to Watts  
44. 6212-1C Civil Procedure instructor changed to Smith P  
45. 6212-2B Civil Procedure instructor changed to Berman  
46. 6317-11 Selected Topics in Tax Policy Dooner cancelled for the Fall 2021 semester  
47. 6362-10 Adjudicatory Criminal Procedure cancelled  
48. 6268-10 Employment Law Datz added as instructor with Frieden  
49. 6638-25 (TBD) Criminal Defense and Justice Clinic course number changed to 6710  
   a. Instructor changed to Hagos  
50. 6870-20 National Security Law Apperson removed as instructor, Stigall added  
51. 6206-14 (TBD) times changed to M 12:45-2:00, W 12:45-2:00, and F 11:20-12:35  
52. 6380-11 Constitutional Law II instructor changed to (TBD)  
53. 6435-20 Trade & Sustainable Dev instructor changed to Bolin  
54. 6212-3C Civil Procedure (Trangsrud) moved to W 1:00-2:15, R 1:00-2:15, and F 11:00-12:15  
55. 6202-13 Contracts instructor changed to (TBD)  
56. 6212-3B Civil Procedure (Tyler) moved to W 1:00-2:15, R 1:00-2:15, and F 11:00-12:15  
57. 6883-10 Counterintelligence Law & Policy added Petrila as co-professor  
58. 6401 Selected Topics in Constitutional Law (Ross) moved to Spring 22  
59. Law 6380-11 Con Law II (TBD) section number changed to -10  
60. Law 6380-12 Con Law II (Ross) cancelled  
61. Law 6380-40 Con Law II (Ross) added for 3 credits  
   a. Course meets 9/25-9/26, 10/9-10/10, and 10/23-10/24 (9:00 am – 4:05 pm)  
62. 6678-10 Ethics/Adjudication Settlement (Borchini) moved to Spring 22
63. 6410-10 Health Care Law course title changed to Health Care Law and Policy
   a. Instructor changed to Sage
64. 6666-11 (Gambert) time changed to T 9:55-10:50
65. 6666-12 (Gambert) time changed to T 9:55-10:50
66. 6692-22 LRW for Int’l LL.M. students I (Hanafi) added to schedule on T 6:00-6:55
67. 6692-20 LRW for Int’l LL.M. students I (Nesbitt) section number changed to -21
68. 6216-37 Fundamentals of Lawyering I (Lynch) moved to T 1:00-2:25, R 1:00-2:25
69. 6552-10 Law of War Poore removed as instructor
70. 6202-11 Contracts instructor changed to Chatman
   a. Moved to MF 8:50-10:50
71. 6202-13 Contracts instructor changed to Morant
72. 6206-14 Torts (Tsesis) moved to W 8:50-10:50 and R 1:40-3:40
73. 6672-11 Art of Lawyering instructor changed to Schmitz
74. 6667-14 Advanced Field Placement instructor changed to Sutton
75. 6380-10 Constitutional Law II instructor changed to Gavoor
76. 6218-40 Professional Responsibility and Ethics (Szabo) dates changed to 9/17-9/18 and 9/24
    (9:00-6:30)
77. 6692-11 LRW for Int’l LL.M. students I (Bolin) moved to F 8:30-9:25
78. 6216-37 Fundamentals of Lawyering I (Lynch) moved to M 2:15-3:40, R 1:00-2:25
79. 6683-40 College of Trial Advocacy Professor Henenberg no longer teaching
80. 6683-40 College of Trial Advocacy Professor Rodriguez-Howdershell added
81. The examination for 6598-10 Law and Economics (Abramowicz) has been moved to Monday,
    December 13, 9:30 a.m.
82. The examination for 6250-11 Corporations (Cunningham) moved to Tuesday, December 14, 9:30
    a.m.
83. 6690-DE Thesis I (Watts) scheduled for F 4:50-5:45

Summary of Changes to the Fall 2021 Supplement to the Bulletin:
1. Finken 6440-10 Natural Resources Law will be offered for 3 credits in the Fall 21 semester
2. (TBD) 6638-25 Criminal Defense and Justice Clinic course description added to new course
    descriptions section
3. Clarke D. 6543-10 Chinese Law & Legal Institutions offered for 3 credits and method of
    evaluation is take-home examination
4. Kohn 6351 Reading Group (Celebrity and Wrongs Against Women) cancelled
5. R. Fairfax 6218-40 Professional Responsibility & Ethics exam will be offered before the
    examination period
6. Marcus/Urofsky 6531-11 Reading Group (Affirmative Action) dates changed to 10/7, 10/14,
    10/21, 10/28, 11/11, and 11/18
7. Rosen J. 6380-20 added for 3 credits and method of evaluation take-home examination
8. Murphy 6871-20 U.S. Foreign Relations Law will be offered for 3 credits in the Fall 2021
    semester
9. Oman/Rea 6496-10 IP Law Seminar (Legislative-Multinational) course description added
10. Mortellaro 6691 Thesis II changed to DE course
11. 6218-40 Prof. Responsibility & Ethics instructor changed to Szabo
12. 6648-13 Negotiations (Sports Transactions) Falk D / Cantor course description added
a. Course will be offered for 1 credit in the Fall 2021 semester
b. Meet dates to be determined by the instructor
13. 6464-20 Environmental Crimes Pettus moved to Spring 22
14. 6690-10 sections Thesis I Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD
   a. Instructor changed to Watts
15. 6691-DE Thesis II Mortellaro removed as instructor, now listed as TBD
   a. Instructor changed to Watts
16. 6317-11 Selected Topics in Tax Policy Dooner cancelled for the Fall 2021 semester
17. 6268-10 Employment Law Datz added as instructor with Frieden
18. 6362-10 Adjudicatory Criminal Procedure cancelled
19. 6638-25 (TBD) Criminal Defense and Justice Clinic course number changed to 6710
   a. Instructor changed to Hagos
20. 6648-13 Negotiations: Sports Transactions (Falk D./Cantor) meeting dates added
21. 6380-11 Con Law II instructor changed to (TBD)
   a. Section number changed to -10
22. 6380-12 Con Law II cancelled
23. 6380-40 Con Law II (Ross) added
   a. Dates added
24. 6678-10 Ethics/Adjudication and Settlement (Borchini) moved to Spring 22 semester
25. 6552-10 Law of War Poore removed as instructor
26. 6694-10 Fundamental Issues in U.S. Law (Celorio) times changed to: Meets 8/24-8/27 (10:00-12:00am), Tuesdays (8:50-10:50) 8/31-10/26
27. 6218-40 Professional Responsibility and Ethics (Szabo) dates changed to 9/17-9/18 and 9/24 (9:00-6:30)
28. 6378-10 Selected Topics in Crim Law & Procedure Fishman added as co-teacher
29. 6380-10 Constitutional Law II instructor changed to Gavoor
30. 6870-20 National Security Law Apperson removed as instructor, Stigall added
31. 6218-40 Professional Responsibility & Ethics (Szabo) examination added for Friday, October 22 from 4:00-6:00 p.m.
32. Final examination conflicts added to the start of Section III, Special Course Scheduling
33. Information regarding fall 2021 final examination conflicts have been added to Section III